PRODUCT Range OVERVIEW
SETTING NEW
STANDARDS
WITH INNOVATIVE
SAFE STORAGE
SOLUTIONS

STOREMASTA Products Australia is a family owned and
operated company providing innovative safe storage solutions
for a wide range of applications in many industries within
Australia, New Zealand and S.E. Asia
With an established and stable history, we are now servicing every industry sector
and government department within Australia, and setting the standard in customer
satisfaction by innovation and flexibility in design, coupled with high quality manufacturing
and an efficient distribution service.
From the outset, Storemasta Products Australia has placed particular emphasis
on quality and service, and to achieve the ultimate product to suit particular market
sectors by continual research and design.
Most products are manufactured at our Australian plant under a quality
management system to ISO 9001 and to exacting specifications tailored to
Australian Standards requirements.
The Storemasta flexible approach to concept design and manufacturing methodology
guarantees we provide our clients with the right solution for every storage situation.

‘STOREMASTA’ the byword for truly protecting our
environment with quality safe storage products.

protecting the

Exceeds Australian Standards Requirements. Make your workplace efficient.

AS 1940
These are liquids, or mixtures of liquids, containing
solids in solution or suspension (for example,
paints, varnishes, lacquers, etc., but not including
substances otherwise classified on account of
their dangerous characteristics) which give off a
flammable vapour at temperatures of not more than
60°C, closed cup test, or not more than 65.6°C,
open cup test, normally referred to as the flash point.

AS 4326
Substances which, while in themselves not
necessarily combustible, may, generally by yielding
oxygen, cause, or contribute to, the combustion of
other materials. Such substances may be contained
in an article.

AS 2714
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Organic substances which contain the bivalent
-0-0- structure and may be considered derivatives
of hydrogen peroxide, where one or both of the
hydrogen atoms have been replaced by organic
radicals. Organic peroxides are thermally unstable
substances, which may undergo exothermic
self-accelerating decomposition. In addition, they may
have one or more of the following properties:
(i) be liable to explosive decomposition;
(ii) burn rapidly;
(iii) be sensitive to impact or friction;
(iv)	react dangerously with other substances;
(v) cause damage to the eyes.

AS 4452
These are substances liable either to
cause death or serious injury or to harm
human health if swallowed, inhaled or by
skin contact.

AS 3780
Class 8 Corrosive Substances are
substances which, by chemical action,
will cause severe damage when in
contact with living tissue, or, in the case
of leakage, will materially damage, or
even destroy, other goods.
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Internal Safety Cabinets
The SAFE-T-STORE® range of Internal Safety Cabinets provides
Everyday Safe Storage for most classes of Dangerous Goods,
fully compliant with legislative construction requirements.
Some of the standard features include fully adjustable shelves, smooth action
self closing and self latching doors, incorporating the patented and trouble
free SAFE-T-CLOSE® sequential closing system and much more. It is well
known that we maintain “Quality of Build” as paramount in our all Australian
manufacturing facilities, the SAFE-T-STORE® range being an excellent example
of this, offering exceptional value for money. A well respected performer in all
areas of Dangerous Goods storage throughout all industries.

Standard Features:
 Stainless steel pin continuous hinging
for strength and reliability
 Strong fully adjustable shelving
perforated for free air movement,
100mm adjustment increments
 High capacity liquid tight sump to
contain spills
 State of the art powder coat finish for high
durability and performance
 Built in flash arrestors and vent openings
[for mechanical ventilation systems]
 Distinct safety signs and directions
 Fully compliant with Australian Standards
 Shipped on its own purpose built
individual and disposable skid with
quality protection foam and
wrapping ensuring arrival in perfect
condition ready for use

SC250
250 Litre Capacity

SC160
160 Litre
Capacity

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

SC300
250 Litre Capacity

SC060
60 Litre Capacity
SC100
100 Litre Capacity
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SC030
30 Litre Capacity

affordable everyday storage for
most classes of dangerous goods

THIS PRODUCT FEATURES…

PATENTED SEQUENTIAL CLOSING SYSTEM

HEAVY DUTY

Heavy Duty Internal Safety Cabinets
STOREMASTA® Heavy Duty is our original “Flagship Product”
for Internal Safety Cabinets and remains unmatched for quality,
strength and unique features.
This range even has sufficient inbuilt durability and features to enable an
optional upgrade for outdoor applications. Many happy users in a wide range of
demanding environments continue to request STOREMASTA® Safety Cabinets,
such as mining, defence, heavy engineering shops, airport facilities, port facilities
and many more.
When you require a Dangerous Goods storage solution that provides more than
mere compliance, think STOREMASTA®. Includes the innovative SAFE-T-CLOSE
sequential closing system.

Standard Features:
 Flagship range of safety cabinets
 25% heavier materials than
minimum requirement
 Venting option with built-in flash arrestors
 Adjustable shelving heights
 Unique spark-proof, self latching locking
system with lockable handle
 Genuine sump capacities maintained with
suspended perforated floor
 Drain plug to sump for safe disposal of spills
 Continuous stainless steel pin hinging for
maximum strength and reliability
 Manufactured in Australia
 Fully compliant to Australian standards
 No asbestos is used in the manufacture
of STOREMASTA Safety Cabinets

PS251
250 Litre Capacity

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

PS250
250 Litre Capacity

THIS PRODUCT FEATURES…

PATENTED SEQUENTIAL CLOSING SYSTEM

PS160
160 Litre Capacity

PS080
80 Litre Capacity
PS161
160 Litre Capacity

also available with 2 pak coating for outdoors
to withstand harsh Australian environments
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Large Capacity Safety Cabinets
The SUPER SERIES® range of Large Capacity Safety Cabinets
provide user friendly and space efficient Dangerous Goods
storage solutions to all industry types where higher storage
volumes are required.
These cabinets are the superior design alternative to traditional compliance
methods, and incorporate highly flexible storage configuration options which
gain not only compliance but also maximum efficiency in the handling of
stored products.

PS1000SS
1000 Litre Capacity

Standard Features:
 25% heavier materials than
minimum requirement
 Venting option with built-in flash arrestors
 Adjustable shelving heights
 Unique spark-proof, self latching locking
system with lockable handle
 Genuine sump capacities maintained with
suspended perforated floor
 Drain plug to sump for safe disposal of spills
 Continuous stainless steel pin hinging for
maximum strength and reliability
 Manufactured in Australia
 Fully compliant to Australian standards
 No asbestos is used in the manufacture
of STOREMASTA Safety Cabinets
THIS PRODUCT FEATURES…

PATENTED SEQUENTIAL CLOSING SYSTEM

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

PS650SS
650 Litre Capacity

PS450SS
450 Litre Capacity

PS850SS
850 Litre Capacity

PS251SS
250 Litre Capacity
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biggest internal storage capacity
for dangerous goods on the market

Emergency Decontamination Equipment
SAFE-T-WASH® manufacture both floor and wall mounted
emergency decontamination units including safety showers,
eyewash units and combination units.
They are all highly visible and all designed to effectively flush away contaminants.
The units are constructed from stainless steel which resists corrosion and gives
solid support and longevity to the product. All products have a two year warranty
and comply with the relevant standards.

Standard Features:
 Stainless steel construction coated with
HI VIS yellow protective coating

PSRSH003
Wall Mounted
Eyewash
PSRSH001
Combination
Unit of Drench
Shower &
Eyewash

range includes:
 Eye Washes
 Drench Showers
 Spray Units

PSRSH004
Floor Mounted
Eyewash
PSRSH010
Handheld Spray Unit

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

PSRSH008
Bench Mounted
Swivel Eyewash
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AC003
108 Can Capacity

G
 as Cylinder Storage
STOREMASTA® manufacture a comprehensive
range of cost effective and streamlined stores suitable
for all applications where compliant Gas Cylinder storage
is required.
Transportable, relocatable, adjustable, forkliftable and craneable are
just some of the standard features offered. The robust designs also
incorporate preventative solutions to various potential OH&S issues
encountered when handling these heavy and dangerous cylinders,
such as access ramps, adjustable restraints and trolley options.

AC002
60 Can Capacity

Aerosol Storage Cages
STOREMASTA aerosol storage is a new range of
brilliantly designed economical solutions for storing all
your aerosols.
Available in custom sizes to suit your requirements.

Standard Features:






AC001
12 Can Capacity

Heavy duty steel construction
 ew look durable green powder coated finish
N
Available in custom sizes to suit your requirements
Lockable
Bolt down plates for added security

Heavy Duty Relocatable
LPG Cylinder Stores
Standard Features:

GF04
4 x 18kg Cylinder Capacity

 Unique compact modules specifically suited
to forklift standard LPG cylinders, small LPG
cylinders and general purpose cylinders.
 Heavy duty design with forklift channel and
restraining chains.
 Padlockable door for increased security.
GQA08
8 x 9kg Cylinder Capacity
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GF06
6 x 18KG Cylinder Capacity

a tidy and safe way to store all those loose aerosol cans

Heavy Duty Relocatable
Gas Cylinder Stores
Standard Features:






Each cylinder individually restrained
Fold down ramp and forklift channels
Crane lifting bar
Lock up security
Includes 2 fully adjustable restraint
bars to suit every cylinder size
 2 pak finish
 Additional dividers are optional

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

G6SS
Single Sided Security

G06D
Double Sided
Non Security

AGC01-T

CUSTOMISABLE OPTIONS
OF ANY SHAPE OR SIZE

GCL10
Oxygen & Acetylene Cylinder Trolley

superior designs to suit every gas cylinder size and type
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O
 utdoor Relocatable Dangerous Goods Stores
The STOREMASTA® range of Relocatable Bulk Dangerous
Goods stores are an ideal solution for immediate, safe,
approved and efficient storage of large quantities of
dangerous goods without the problems and expense
associated with building fixed stores.
Each store is purpose built to specifically comply with the customer
requirements and can include shelving compartments, decanting
systems, pump stations, poly bund linings and built-in eyewash facilities.

PR08
6560 Litres

Standard Features:
 Cambered roof for rain water run-off
 Doors which fold back 270o for ease of access
and forklift loading and unloading of pallets
 ISO locking bars for high security
 Ventilators to suit AS 1940-2004
 Appropriate warning and safety signage
 Lifting lugs, forklift channels and locating plates
 Finished in high build 2 pak polyurethane primer
and high gloss topcoat, total build thickness
minimum of 120 microns
 Cyclonic proof construction
 Engineered footing details
 Earth stake and mounting

PR01
820 Litres

Custom colours
available upon request
(Standard Colour - Blue)

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

PR06
4920 Litres
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efficient, effective and more economical
alternative to unalterable permanent buildings

O
 utdoor Bulkibox Relocatable
Dangerous Goods Stores
STOREMASTA® range of Outdoor Relocatables for storage
of larger capacities of Dangerous Goods in IBC’s.
Available from 1000L - 32,000L.
PR04BB
4000 Litres

PR06BB
6000 Litres

Relocatables Accessories
STOREMASTA® Relocatables are purpose built to specifically comply with
the customer requirements. They can be modified with various accessories
including shelving compartments, decanting systems, pump stations,
poly bund linings and built-in eyewash facilities.

POLYETHYLENE SUMP LINER
• Corrosion resistant
• Fully welded and leak proof

STAINLESS STEEL FLOORING
• Ultimate in corrosion resistance

L–SHELVING & U–SHELVING
• Smaller container storage
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O
 utdoor Lubricant Stations
The STOREMASTA® range of Outdoor
Lubricant Stations are specifically designed
to suit your requirements.
Designed for the storage and distribution of oils and
lubricants in 1000 Litre IBC’s or 205 Litre drums.

Standard Features:
 Individual access doors to each 1000L IBC or
pallet of 205L drums.
 High quality pneumatic oil pump mounted to
inside of each door.
 High quality 10 metre x ½” retractable hose
reel and metered preset trigger activated non
drip delivery hand piece mounted to inside of
each door.
 High grade flexible hose plumbed between
hose reels and pumps and between pumps
and supply item, with quick release camlock
fittings to rigid pick up spikes.
 Delivery lines from supply item to pump are
semi suspended from roof of store to avoid
fouling hoses.
 Air lines plumbed to each pump within cabinet
to one external quick coupling for connection
of compressed air on site with one standard in
line condensate filter assembly included.
 Ventilators to suit AS 1940-2004.
 Appropriate warning and safety signage.
 Forklift channels and locating plates.
 Cyclonic proof construction.
 Fully customised to suit your
individual requirements.

LUBE STATION
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efficient, effective and more economical
alternative to unalterable permanent buildings

STOREMASTA
CONTRACTOR

S
 ite Safe Storage Solutions
Storemasta® Contractor is a range
of products designed to suit the building,
construction, mining and trade industries.
Storemasta is committed to designing and
manufacturing customised solutions to suit
any requirements.

range includes:








Aluminium Tool Boxes
Heavy Duty Tool Chests
Lifting Equipment Cabinets
Security Cages
Relocatable Site Offices
Relocatable Equipment Storage
Mobile Welding Skids

ALUMINIUM
TOOL BOXES

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

MOBILE
WELDING SKID

CABINETS FOR
LIFTING EQUIPMENT

TRADESMAN
TOOLBOXES
HEAVY DUTY
TOOL CHESTS

superior quality - long lasting heavy duty aluminium toolboxes
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Bunding Products
SAFE-D-CANT® is a wide range of spill
containment and drum decanting and
handling solutions to satisfy Environmental
Protection requirements.
These products are extremely cost effective, hard wearing
and flexible in many possible configurations. Safe Storage,
Decanting and Waste management are all handled with
ease with SAFE-D-CANT.

Standard Features:
 Exceeds environmental and OH&S
requirements
 Easy clean exterior
 Stackable designs for easy storage
 Tough and durable polyethylene construction

range includes:






Drum Bunds
Drum Handling
Drum Dispensing
Bulk Container Bunding
Self Bunded Diesel Tanks

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE
PSRDB008
2 Drum
Hardcover Bund

PSRDD002
Drum Cradle
Unit

Drum Base Unit
PSRDB001 - 2 Drum Bund (pictured)
PSRDB002 - 4 Drum Bund
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PSRBB001 - 1 x 1000L Bund
PSRBB002 - 2 x 1000L Bund

PSRBB003 - Dispensing Tray for PSRBB001
PSRBB004 - Dispensing Tray for PSRBB002
PSRDB004
4 Drum Bunded Workfloor

PSRDH002
4 x 25L Drum Trolley

PSRDB006
Bunded Workfloor
Systems
PSRDB003

Self Bunded Diesel Tanks
Available from 450L 6,300L Capacity

protector of the environment
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C
 orrosive Substances Storage
STOREMASTA® Poly is a range of genuine non-metallic safety
cabinets built to withstand even the most highly concentrated
Class 8 Corrosive Substances and has a smart modern
profile that compliments any institutional or laboratory décor.
Dual compartment construction also means that incompatible items may
be safely stored within the same cabinet, such as acids and bases. As a
member of the STOREMASTA® product family, quality and strength, as
always, is exceptional, while easily exceeding the requirements of AS3780.

Standard Features:
 Built to last from 100% high density
polyethylene, and with a smart modern profile
 Completely metal free for safe long term
storage of the most corrosive substances
 Fabricated and fully welded from 15mm high
density polyethylene
 Self closing door with integral pivot pins no
hinges to corrode
 Adjustable shelves
 Lockable self closing door
 Dual compartment cabinets allow acids and
bases to be conveniently stored in one cabinet
 Chemical resistance tested by CSIRO
 Includes all safety signage
 Complies with Australian Standards

CP1600
160 Litres

CP500
50 Litres

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

CP1000
100 Litres
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the ultimate in corrosive storage cabinets

Ph: 1800 245 578

Non-Metallic PVC Corrosive Cabinets

LABSPEC is an exciting and innovative NEW range of bunded
Laboratory Cabinets for safe storage of Class 8 Corrosives.
Standard Features:
 Fully complies with Australian Standards
AS3780-corrosives
 Smart, contemporary profile - blends with
any laboratory or institutional decor
 Adjustable shelves - versatile configurations
for winchesters and eurobottles
 Additional handy door compartments
- useful bonus storage
 Padlockable - security and peace of mind
 Self-latching and sealing doors - safe,
secure & reliable
 Strong, non-corrosive plastic NO MORE RUSTED CABINETS!

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

C8140
140 Litres

C8070
70 Litres

C8070
70 Litres

C8001
Lab Drying Rack
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E
 ffective General Purpose Storage Systems
STOREMASTA® Secure is a range of general purpose storage
products that are suitable for many different applications.
Some of the applications that these products are suitable for are:
- Schools
- Swimming pools
- Workshops
SPP3

- Changing rooms

PPE Cabinets
A range of powder coated
hi-vis lockable storage
cabinet for Personal
Protective Equipment.
Heavy duty lockable &
vermin proof.

- Food production facilities
- Mining
- Fishing and agriculture
- Transport and storage

range includes:
















Plastic Lockers
PPE Cabinets
Galvanised Cabinets
Gun Cabinets
Cube Lockers
Metal Economy Lockers
Laptop Storage Lockers
Personal Effect Lockers
Locker Seats and Stands
Laptop Charging Trolleys
Garment Dispensers and Collector
Personnel and Space Saving Lockers
Cloakroom Benches
Safes and High Security Cabinets
Document Storage

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE
Galvanised Cabinets
Cost effective and efficient
way to store workshop
necessities. The various
configurations enable
secure lockable storage for
clothing and equipment.

ST04
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storage for everyday items for most applications

Plastic Lockers
An innovative new range that has
brought the quality of lockers to a
new level. These robust, rustproof
and vandal resistant lockers
are available in bright colours to
bring a new level of atmosphere
into schools, swimming pools,
universities and workplaces.

SAEL004

METAL ECONOMY Lockers
We now have an array of high
quality locker ranges suitable for
schools or the workplace. We are
sure to have the perfect solution
for your specific requirements.
SPSSL004

PERSONNEL
LOCKERS
A variety of lockers
ideal for separating
soiled or outdoor
garments from
workwear.

CUBE LOCKERS
Ideal anywhere
where small items
need to be stored
or where space is
an issue.

GARMENT DISPENSERS
An innovative new range with
a single service door allowing
access to all individual
compartments to enable
the distribution of uniforms,
overalls, towels etc.
Garment Collector
also available.
SGDC002
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SLSL002

SLSL003

laptop storage
Various convenient
lockable laptop
storage solutions,
including laptop
charging trolleys.

SLCT001

plastic benches
An economic and
waterproof alternative
to steel and timber.
SPCBJ002

DSB001
DSB004
SPCBS002

document storage
Keep important manuals
and papers secure and
readily available to users
while protecting them from
moisture and dirt.
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STOREMASTA
SPILL RESPONSE

S
 pill Response
Storemasta® Spill Response is a complete
range of products for spill emergency action,
cleanup, and for environmental protection.
Spill response kits suitable for all spill types and industry
applications. Available in 40L vehicle or machinery kits to
240L area management kits with quality high performance
absorbents for effective spill response.
Refill kits and individual items available for kit maintenance.

PSRSKH040

PSRSKU120

PSRSKH240

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE
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STOREMASTA
SHELVING

S
 helving Solutions
STOREMASTA® Shelving systems designed
specifically to suit a variety of different applications
including workshops, factories, stores etc.
The fully adjustable 1/2/3 systems have been designed to
meet the needs of light to medium duty storage.
Enquire now for more information on our
boltless, easy to assemble modules.

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

STOREMASTA
STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless Steel Storage Solutions
STOREMASTA® Stainless Steel range
of stainless steel relocatable units and
safety cabinets which are manufactured to
exacting standards specifically to suit our
offshore customers who require units that
are resistant to the corrosive properties
of seawater.
Whilst our outdoor relocatable units are the ideal
solution for larger quantities of dangerous goods,
we are also able to provide storage for smaller
quantities with our state-of-the-art stainless steel
safety cabinets.

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE
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PS650SP
PS250SP

STOREMASTA
WORKPLACE ERGONOMICS

M
 aterials Handling and
Workplace Ergonomics Equipment
STOREMASTA® Workplace Ergonomics and
Materials Handling products ranging from office
equipment to heavy duty workshop equipment etc.

INDIVIDUAL
RANGE
BROCHURE
AVAILABLE

modular
workstation
systems

Manual Handling
Accessories

Ergonomic
Accessories
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A product to suit every situation...

Internal safety cabinets
S101A-1

HEAVY DUTY

Heavy Duty INternal
safety Cabinets
S102A-1

Gas Cylinder storage
S104A-1

STOREMASTA
STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
S1012A-1

Large CAPACITY Safety
Cabinets
S103A-1

Corrosive Substances
Storage
S106A-1

STOREMASTA
SHELVING

SHELVING SOLUTIONS
S1015A-1

Outdoor Bulk Dangerous
Goods Stores
S105A-1

STOREMASTA
CONTRACTOR

Safe Site storage solutions
S1014A-1

Effective General Purpose
Storage Systems
S1010A-1

STOREMASTA
SPILL RESPONSE

SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT
S1011A-1

Non-metallic PVC
Ph:
1800Cabinets
245 578
corrosive
S109A-1

STOREMASTA
WORKPLACE ERGONOMICS

MATERIALS HANDLING AND
WORKPLACE ERGONOMICS EQUIPMENT
S1013A-1

Emergency
Decontamination Equipment
S108A-1

Distributed by:

Bunding Products
S107A-1

A member of
Priority Group

8149

Individual brochures available for every product range. Please enquire.

